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Special Issue Background, Scope and Interests
A field is emerging at the interface between research into entrepreneurship, psychology, biology,
and mental and physical health (Wicklund et al., 2020; Torrès and Thurik, 2019; Stephan, 2018).
Research in this area covers the links between biology and genetics (hormones, genes) (Rietveld et
al., 2021; Nicolaou et al., 2020;), neuroscience (de Holan, 2014), mental disorders and psychiatric
symptoms (attention and hyperactivity disorder, impulsivity, narcissism, hypomania, dyslexia)
(Hatak et al., 2020; Wicklund et al., 2018; Leung et al., 2021), physiological states (cortisol, sleep,
physical health) (Gunia et al., 2020; Williamson et al., 2019; Weinberger et al., 2018; Patel and
Wolfe, 2017; Guiliani and Torrès, 2017) or mental health and wellbeing (Wach et al., 2020;
Murnieks et al., 2020; Overall, 2020) and entrepreneurship. With the novel coronavirus (SARSCoV-2) spreading globally since 2020, more than before the entrepreneurial health has become a
matter of concern for many governments (Patel and Rietveld, 2020). The closure of thousands of
businesses created threats to the entrepreneur’s physical and mental wellbeing, but also shows their
coping mechanisms and psychological resources during crisis.
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The main streams of research investigate how entrepreneurship affects health and how health
serves as an asset in the pursuit of entrepreneurial activity. Recent research on the former stream
shows for example that stressors from entrepreneurship activities can be pathogenic for the
entrepreneur’ health. In the latter stream of research, Freeman et al. (2019) show that there is a
relationship between several emotional, cognitive, and behavioral differences associated with
health problems and entrepreneurship. Yet, there are many gaps in our knowledge and the aim of
the special issue is to discuss ways to take the field forward. For example, there are very few
longitudinal studies, ambulatory/diary studies, dyad and comparative methodology and a scarcity
of research undertaking a neuroscientific perspective or different scholarly approaches to
understanding the phenomenon. In addition, research exploring the link between entrepreneurship
and health in different contexts, like venture creation, corporate entrepreneurship, family business,
small business management, social enterprises, etc. are missing. This special edition of Revue de
l’Entrepreneuriat encourages papers that address these and related gaps. Empirical, conceptual,
and methodological papers (data collected before and/or during the coronavirus crisis) are
welcomed, and authors are invited to mobilize other fields’ perspectives such as clinical
psychology, psychology, biology, occupational health, organizational behavior, human resources.
This special issue invites researchers to understanding entrepreneurship from the outlook of
entrepreneurial health because our societies greatly need a new perspective of sustainable and nonexhausting entrepreneurship. The following is not an exhaustive list, but provides some examples
of potential topics:


Pathogenic and salutogenic work-related factors in entrepreneurship



Entrepreneurship and mental health and wellbeing continuum



Mental disorders and entrepreneurial activities



Physical and mental health in entrepreneurship



Sleep and entrepreneurship



Physiology and stress processes in entrepreneurship



Anxiety, depression, suicidal risk, suicide and entrepreneurship



Mindfulness and health initiatives in SMEs



Place and role of health in entrepreneurship theory



Impacts of entrepreneurial success or failure on health and vice versa



Necessity and opportunity entrepreneurship and health
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Environmental,

organizational,

or

psychological

resources,

health,

and

entrepreneurship
Important Dates:
Abstract Submission deadline
Emailed to: entrepreneurshipandhealth@gmail.com
Return to authors
Submission of original manuscript on Manuscript Manager:
https://re.manuscriptmanager.net/

30th April 2021

Return to authors

30th September 2021

Manuscript final version

15th November 2021

15th May 2021
30th June 2021

Abstract guidelines
A two-page, maximum 500-word abstract, to include: Principal topic (research gap, research
objective and research question), method and results, should be submitted to
entrepreneurshipandhealth@gmail.com no later than 30th April 2021. Authors will be notified via
email in May 2021 on acceptance of abstract.
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